
Meet the company that will 
transform your business
Our consultants are at your service to answer any questions, 

show more details about our consultancy, and discuss solutions 

to your business challenges.

Technology is not enough

Services

The largest companies in Brazil
trust our solutions

10 year
history

+500
allocated

professionals

+100
clients

+500k
consulting hours

Far beyond a
Bodyshop
Here, we go the extra mile. We 
don't just serve as a recruitment 
and selection company. We help 
you build adjusted and resilient 
squads and follow up with all the 
allocated professionals closely.

We are not like the big consulting companies 
that are more concerned with putting their 
plan into action at all costs and treat your 
company as one more client in their portfolio. 
We want to add to what is essential, 
respecting your culture, structure, and 
governance.

Very different from
the others 

Who we are

In a market of constant chaos, we 
believe the only possible way to build 
an IT area with high performance is 
when we look beyond technology.

Our Motto:
Technology is
not enough

How do we operate?
We act as an extension of your technology team and serve as the right hand of 
Managers so that they can be less reactive to workloads and manage the 5 fundamental 
pillars of high-performance IT.

TOTVS
We built the largest installation of the Microsoft Azure DevOps 
platform (TFS at the time) outside of the United States and 
facilitated the transition for over 3,000  developers.

Veloe
We built and are maintaining the entire CI/CD treadmill of the 
company, with pipelines for Microservices architectures and 
the consolidation of their repositories in the AWS Cloud.

MAG Seguros
We migrated a legacy database that is over 100 years old, as 
well as maintaining a full DevOps program.

LINX Pagamentos
We migrated a legacy database that is over 100 years old, as 
well as maintaining a full DevOps program.

Rede Globo
We built a resilient technology team, with more than 50 
professionals, for a program of total migration of the media 
collection of the largest communication group in Brazil and 
one of the largest in the world.

HDI Seguros
With DevOps we migrated all the company's environments to 
the Google Cloud Platform

Localiza
Catalisamos, com DevOps, o programa de migração de todos os 
ambientes da empresa para a Google Cloud Platform.

If you want to consult other cases contact us.

Some of our most successful cases
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Do it with the support of the best Devs in Brazil 
and our strategic consultancy.

We will guide your team along better and more 
sustainable paths, accelerating the digital 
transformation of your business.

Build modern applications from s
cratch or modernize your current 
platform.

Software
Projects

Microsoft names us as one 
of the best partners in Brazil 
in application development, 
modernization, and 
integration projects.

Back-end
Develop the informational structure behind your product's 
layout and interface

C#, PHP, Java, Python, Ruby, .NET, Node.JS

Banco de Dados 
Build an effective data management system, simple to 
manage and consult, that allows your programs to run 
correctly.

Oracle, DB2, MySQL, SQL Server, PostgreSQL, and others

Native or Hybrid Mobile Applications
Develop universal applications with design, quality, 
and robustness.

Cloud, On Premises, Web, Android and iOS

Development
We offer complete software projects developed with quality, agility, and business vision.

Product Development

Improvement
Rethink your current applications based on up-to-date protocols, infrastructure, and technologies.

Product Improvement

Application Integration or Unification
Build efficient communication between databases, software, 
applications, and services that your product uses.

API ecosystem
Create an easily accessible ecosystem for partners, suppliers, 
and customers to join your business

Artificial intelligence projects
Develop intelligent systems with multiple applications for 
your business, capable of classifying and predicting future 
events, solving problems, and automating processes.

SupportProduct Support

Rely on the full advice of our team of experts to support your applications in 
progress, improve your entire development cycle, implement new features 
in your product and fix possible problems.

Technology is not enough

Build digital products that attract more 
customers, increase your company’s market 

share, and consequently the revenue

R E Q U E S T  A  B U S I N E S S  P R O P O S A L

Front-end
Bring your product interfaces to life, preparing them to 
interact directly with your customer.

HTML, CSS, JS, Angular, React, Vue

UX & UI
Design and user experience driven interfaces when 
interacting with your product

Application Security

Incorporate secure development guidelines and elevate the 
protection of your applications, mitigating risks and possible 
intrusions, especially regarding data theft.

DevSecOps

Technological Update
Keep up with the digital transformation by keeping your 
products up to date and ready to run on any platform.


